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Abstract

Results are presented of inclusive measurements of ** momentum spectra from

K~ absorption at rest in liquid helium. We found a peak in the * - spectrum

at AM = MftHe) - M("He) = 267.7 ± 0.3 (statistical) ±*0\ (systematic) McV

(B E t = 3.2 MeV). The width of the peak was deduced to be 4.6 ± 0.5 (statistical)

tJJ (systematic) MeV. The (K~,JT+) spectrum does not exhibit a clear peak iu the

E" bound region. Comparison of these two spectra suggests that the peak in the

*- spectrum is due to the formation of the 5 = 0, / = 1/2 ground state of £Hc.



Since the *Be(K~tir~) experiment at CERN first found narrow peaks in the

E-unbound region [1], narrow S-hypernudear "peaks" were also reported by ex-

periments done subsequently on p-shcll nuclei at BNL, CERN nutl KEK. AH tlic

peaks reported so far (2,3,4,5) lie in the continuum, which poses questions as to why

the escaping and conversion widths could be so small. Altliough many theoretical

papers have been written on this subject [6,7,8,9,10], the problem is far from being

settled down, due, largely, to the lade of conducive data. In view of the present

situation, the search for £ hypernudear bound states, ground states in particular,

is extremely important.

We proposed that kaon absorption at rest should be an effective tool to study £

hypernuclei [11) because of efficient E production and favorable momentum transfer,

and have been using this reaction to search for £ bound states at KEK. Sines a

part of the results has been reported (12), I will not go into details of our study

on "-Be. Suffice it to say that we could not find any bound state peaks, and the

E-nuelcus potential depth was estimated to be ratlier shnliiw.

This led us to proceed to two different directions. One is to try lighter s-shell

nuclei like helium, and the other is to go to much heavier systems. Theoretically,

few-body systems involving a E particle have recently been studied by Akaishi el

«i.[13) starting from the realistic two-body EN interactions. They predict the exis-

tence of only one bound state of / = 1/2 and 5 = 0 with a narrow width in JHe.

In heavier systems, on the other hand, we studied theoretically the possibility of

forming Coulomb-assisted narrow £ bound states [14], and will be pursued experi-

mentally in the near future as presented by T. Yamazaki at this conference. In this

talk, I will report on the most recent results on the search for a E-nucleus bound

state by using kaon absorption at rest on a liquid helium target, done at the 12 GeV

proton synchrotron of the National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK).

The experimental setup is essentially the same as in the previous works [5,12].
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Target liquid helium was held in a cryostat, approximately 23 cm in diameter and

S.8 t in volume. The average thickness of helium exposed to the incoming kaon

beam was 2.8 g/cin*, while the thickness of cryostnt walls wns 0.3 g/cm1. Negative

kaons of 650 MeV/c were moderated and were stopped in the helium target, and

the pion momenta were measured by the spectrometer. A typical knon stop rate

was 600 per beam spilt (every 2.5 seconds) when 10" protons were incident on the

primary target.

In Fig.I, the target region of the setup is shown, overlaid by a scatter plot

of reaction vertex positions determined by tracking the incoming kaon and the

outgoing pion. The vertex resolution was 2 mm FYVHM in horizontal projection,

determined mainly by multiple scattering of low-momentum kaons. We rejected all

events whose vertex point was less than 7 mm apart from the cryostat walls.

The pion momentum measured by the spectrometer was corrected for energy loss

in the target by the use of the reaction vertex information. The momentum calibra-

tion and the overall resolution of the spectrometer system was checked by referring

to known monochromatic peaks, K —» x*°, K —• pu and £ —< ITH. The absolute

momentum scale was correct within ±0.1 MeV/c, and the FWHM momentum res-

olution waa 1.6 MeV/c around the E hypernuclear region (p. as 170MeV/c). The

spectrometer acceptance, including track reconstruction efficiency, was found nearly

flat above 150 MeV/c. Pions were identified primarily by the use of time-of-fliglit

(TOF) data, and range counters were used to further reject muons.

The ir~ momentum spectrum thus obtained is shown in Fig. 2a, which represents

the result of 400 hours of data collection (about 3.5 x Mr* K" stops). The ir+ spec-

trum, taken for about 90 hours for comparison, is shown in Fig. 2b. Discrete peaks

of well-known origin are marked in the figures together with £ production threshold

momenta; the £ + quasi-free production threshold is at p , - = 169.0 MeV/c, the E°

threshold ia at p,- = 165.9 MeV/c, and the E" threshold is at p,* = 153.1 MeV/c.
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In Figs.3a and 3b, we show the regions of our interest plotted in hypcrnuclcnr

mass scale, AM = M(JHe) - M(4He). The r tpectrum (Fig.3a) reveals a peak-

like structure around AM » 268 MeV in the E bound region. We tried a x1 fit

of the region between AM — 256 MeV and 276 MeV to a 3rd-order polynomial

and the fit yielded x7 — 58-5 per 35 degrees of freedom (d.o.f.), showing that this

region cannot be well represented by"a smooth function. On She other hand, the x +

spectrum (Fig.3b) does not have a peak-like enhancement in the S~ bound region.

Th« background in this region should consist of S "quasi-free" continuum, E"

—» ir~n decay and A —» f "p decay, none of which can make a pealr in the £ bound

region. However, knowledge of the background shape is required in order to ex-

amine statistical significance of the pe»k in the *~ spectrum and to extract peak

parameters. Unfortunately, we are at present unable to reliably estimate the spec-

tral shape and intensity of each process. We therefore carried out plienomcnological

analyses based on the following three background assumptions: a 3-rd order poly-

nomial smooth background, a straight line, and two straight lines (the £ quasi-free

component was assumed to rise linearly from the threshold, on top of a linear con-

tinuum obtained by fitting to the slope around AM « 260 MeV). In all the x'

analyses, the peak was assumed to be of a Breit-Wigner form folded by a Gaussian

spectrometer resolution. The peak position, width and height as well as background

parameters were varied, while the resolution rras kept fixed.

The results are as shown in Fig.3a. Good fits were obtained in all cases, typically

X1 & 25 per 32 d.o.f., and the significance of the peak was more than 8(7 even in the

Straight-Hue case which clearly under-estimates the peak intensity. Thus, we can

safely say that there is a statistically significant peak in this region, which we can

naturally assign to the formation of the ground state of JHe. The peak position is

267.7 ± 0.3 (statistical) ij;{ (systematic) MeV (Bz* = 3.2 MeV), whose width is

4.6 ± 0.5 (statistical) t\i (systematic) MeV. The central values are taken from the
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smooth background fit and systematic errors were assigned referring to the other

two extreme background assumptions. The peak intensity is nhnut Gt'x lO"3 per

ntop]>nil K.

The difference between the *~ and the -K* spectra clearly shows that there is an

isospin dependence in the S-nudcus interaction. The (K~,ir+) reaction can only

produce / — 3/2 states while the (K~,ir~) reaction can lead to both / = 1/2 and

/ = 3/2 states. Absence of a peak in the w* spectrum suggests that the bound-state

peak found in the *~ spectrum has an isospin 1/2. In fact, a recent theoretical study

predicted that there is no j-_n ( / = 3/2) bound state while the ground state of ^Hc

(almost purely / = 1/2) should be bound by about 2.3 MeV (in the E+ binding

energy scale) with a narrow width of 4.6 MeV [13). In this theory, the isospin-spiii

dependence of EN interaction plays an important role in binding the £He system,

and a strong repulsive core of the potential makes its width narrow. The features

of the two spectra agree with this theoretical prediction.

The ground state of 2 hypeniuclei can only decay by the EN —> AN conversion

process. Thus, the bound-state peak should be enhanced relative to the quasi-free

continuum if the w~ spectrum is tagged by a A in the final state. In this respect, it

is interesting to note that there exists a helium bubble-chamber measurement of an

exclusive reaction K"4He -» Ax~pd by Itoosen et ni.|lC], whose result is overlaid

on our inclusive r~ spectrum in Fig.4. Although their 5 MeV/c/bin histogram

cannot resolve the narrow peak from the broad continuum, the bubble chamber

spectrum shows a pronounced hump peaking at the S bound region where the peak

was found in the present work, which is quite consistent with the above-mentioned

expectation.

Roosen et «!., however, had analyzed the data with a two-step impulse model,

i.e., K"N —> SN folIowtH by SN —» AN, and concluded that the model can repro-

duce the gross structure, as shown by the smooth curve in Fig.4, if the S is taken olf
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mass shell by —15 MeV. Without adjusting the £ mass, the two-step process would

make a continuum peaking around p , » 155 MeV/c (dotted curve). The need for

the moss shift is actually in support of our conclusion that there is A linimcl state,

because the adjustment is in effect to put the intermediate £ in a 15 MeV-deep

potential of an infinite size.

In summary, we have observed, for the first time, a narrow peak of a S-nucleus

bound state, which we assign as the JHe ground state. Clearly, further work is

necessary to better understand the nature of this atate. For example, we would like

to collect more statistics in the ** spectrum, and compare both the n~ and the * +

spectra with spectral shapes expected from the potential by Akaishi el tl. Further

searches for E bound states in other nuclei are being planned.

We would like to acknowledge Mr. T. Motoki for his contribution in target

preparation, and the KEK PS staff in the execution of this experiment. This worlc

is supported in part by the Grant-in-Aid for Special Project Research on Meson

Science of the Japan Ministry of Education, Science and Culture. One of the million

(H.T.) acknowledges the support of the Grant-in-Aid for Encouragement of Young

Scientists.



Figures

Figure 1 A schematic view of the target region of the setup. A scatter plot of

reaction vertex point* is overlaid.

Figure 2 (a) The n~ momentum spectrum observed in the 'lHe(K~, *~) reac-

tion at rest on a liquid helium target.

(b) The ** spectrum observed in the (K~,»+) reaction at rest on a

helium target.

Figure 3 (a) The x~ spectrum plotted in hypernuclear mass scale, M({;He)

- M(4He). Three different background assumptions and corresponding

peak shapes are shown. See text for details,

(b) The i + spectrum shown in hypernudear mass scale.

Figure 4 The helium bubble chamber K'^He —» A*"pd exclusive data and

the present tr~ inclusive spectrum (same as Fig.2a) are compared. The

vertical scale of the bubble chamber data is adjusted for easier com-

parison. The full curve is the result of a two-step model calculation, in

which the intermediate £ mass is made lighter by - 1 5 MeV. The dotted

curve shows the two-step contribution without the mass shift. In both

calculations, the normalization factors are arbitrary.
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